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Review of jurisdiction - regulated activity 

 

Dear Sirs, 
 
please find below the most recent jurisprudence for the regulated activity, which we consider 
as worth attention: 

1)  On the 25th of June 2015, the issue of regulated activity in rail transport appeared on the 
docket of the Court of Competition and Consumer Protection (SOKiK) (file no XVII AmK 
5/14). The Court addressed to the competence of the President of the Office of Rail 
Transport (hereinafter ‘President of the UTK’) as a national regulatory body in rail 
transport. The Court stated that Art. 29 of the Act on railway transport is one of the most 
important in this regard – ‘primarily (it) enacts legal definition of the concept of access 
to railway infrastructure by the infrastructure manager and defines general assumptions 
on which should be based on access and use by the railway carriers of the railway 
infrastructure managed by the infrastructure manager.’ The Court also noted that the role 
of the President of the UTK in this area may not go beyond the powers under the Act 
clarified with the Regulation on conditions for access and use of railway infrastructure nor 
oppose the regulations of European law – ‘(it) does not mean that the President of the 
UTK is bound only within the scope of the dispute circled by the parties. Regulatory body 
gains competence for settlement of the dispute by a decision to replace the contract for 
the access to rail infrastructure and not through decision determining disputes between 
the parties. Lack of agreement between the parties by way of freedom to contract, 
entitles the President of the UTK to overbearing intrusion into the relationship between 
the parties and the introduction to the contract reasonable measures from the point 
of view of railway market regulation.’ The Court also stressed that the authority 
as a regulatory body has the right to dispute resolution, also at measures which serve 
to prevent undesirable situation in the rail market. 
 

2) SOKiK also referred  to the competence of the President of the UTK in another judgment 
of the 12th of January 2015 (file no XVII AmK 8/15). At the time, the Court noted that 
‘The President of the UTK issuing a decision on the access to railway infrastructure has the 
duty to establish the legal conditions for ensuring minimum access to railway 
infrastructure and access to devices related to the operation of trains on railway network, 
as well as to provide this support.’ The Court scored also that ‘The role of the President 
of the UTK is to form by administrative factors civil law relationship between actors 
on the regulated market to match the relationships between contractors occurring 
in competitive markets.’ 
 

3)  In a similar topic, the Court ruled on the judgment of the 4th of May 2015, (file no XVII 
AmT 72/13), stating that the regulator could use more adequate and proportionate 
regulatory measures in order to overcome the problems, bearing in mind the currently 
prevailing conditions in the relevant market.  
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4) The Voivodship Administrative Court in Bydgoszcz referred to regulated activity, and more 
specifically, to operating  drivers’ training center (file no II SA / Bd 450/15). The jury in this 
case pointed out the powers of the governor, as the supervisory authority. ‘Governor of 
(...) presented the applicant its position that the use of a specific device (driving simulator 
(...)) is a violation of the terms of business in operating drivers’ training center and - as a 
consequence of that position – set a deadline for the applicant to remedy any breach 
found. It is one of the actions provided by Art. 39h of the Act on Road Transport, namely 
by Art. 39h paragraph 2 Section 2 of this Act, which may take the governor, as part of 
supervision over operating of the training center, provided for him by law. However, we 
can not conclude that such action may be subject to administrative court. First of all, one 
can not conclude that this action can be controlled in the mode specified by the applicant, 
ie. under Art. 64 paragraph 1 in conjunction with Art. 63 paragraph 1 of the Act of the 23rd 
of January 2009 on the governor and government administration in the voivodship. (...) 
It is also considered that the above-specified action of the governor is an act or activity 
within the meaning of Art. 3 paragraph 2 point 4 of the Act on proceedings before 
administrative courts, which may be complained to the administrative court.’ 
 

5) A similar issue was raised on the docket of the Voivodship Administrative Court 
in Szczecin (file no II SA / Sz 418/14), where the Court again referred to the economic 
activities in the area of operating drivers’ training center, as regulated activity. ‘Apart 
from the requirement of registration by conducting drivers’ training centers, 
an entrepreneur can perform this activity if it meets specific conditions set out in the Act 
on vehicle drivers. The Act on vehicle drivers regulates conditions of economic activities 
in conducting drivers’ training centers, in particular Article 45 of the Act, which constitutes 
a lex specialis to the Law on freedom of economic activity.’ 

 

6) However, in case file no XVII Me 58/14, SOKiK noted that ‘Upon entry into the register, 
entrepreneur is entitled to conduct regulated activity (Art. 75a. 1 of the Act on freedom 
of economic activity). Visualization of the entity in the registry creates a presumption 
of fact that it operates a particular type of a specific activity, which is indicated in the 
application for registration.’ 
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